Prebid Clarifications

“Tender for Supply and Installation of 1Gbps (1:4) / 200Mbps (1:1) Internet Leased line and accompanying accessories at IIT Delhi Campus”

TENDER ENQUIRY NO. : IITD/SP/CSC/12/01
DATED: 09th February, 2012

Date 05/03/2012

1. **Section 2**: Some bidders had sought relaxations/changes to the eligibility criterion [section 2]. It is noted that no change on these clauses is admissible and hence they stand as written.

2. **Section 14 (a)**: Kindly read it as below:

   This is a time bound and high priority project. It must be understood that the successful bidder has made the proposal after fully considering all such factors, which may have any bearing on the time schedule. The bidder will be required to supply, install and enable services within **6 weeks** from the date of placement of order.

3. **Annexure VII Bid Form**, point 2: Kindly read it as below:

   We undertake, if our Bid is accepted, to execute the work within **6 weeks** from the date of issue of your purchase order.

4. Kindly note that there would be **two points of termination**, one at Data Centre Site and the other at Disaster Recovery Site which will be approximately 500 meters of distance away from each other. One of the points will be in active state and the other in passive state. The passive point will be enabled in case of failure or damage of the active point. Vendor equipment and fiber should be installed at both the locations and configured & connected to the IIT Delhi’s router. In normal operation, bandwidth at passive (secondary) point will be set to zero.

-------------------------- THE END --------------------------